We have introduced numerical schemes for simulating pattern formation at the interface between two imiscible uids in an etched radial Hele Shaw cell. Typeset using REVT E X 1
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation at the interface between two imiscible uids (with di erent viscosities) con ned between narrowly spaced glass plates (a Hele Shaw cell) is one of the simplest problems in uid mechanics 1{4]. In typical experiments, a uid such as air is forced under pressure at the centre of the cell into a more viscous uid such as glycerol which is con ned between the glass plates. If the applied pressure is low then the less viscous uid is stabilized by surface tension and the interface pattern shows stable ngers of the less viscous uid penetrating the more viscous uid. This pattern becomes increasingly unstable and rami ed as the applied pressure is increased.
Ben-Jacob and co-workers 5{7] have carried out viscous ngering experiments using a modi ed Hele Shaw cell with etched square lattice grooves (in one experiment) and triangular lattice grooves (in another experiment) on one of the glass plates. The etched grooves, which result in competition between surface tension and anisotropy, lead to a complex range of interfacial patterns as the plate spacing and the applied pressure are varied. The range of patterns has been comprehensively described for experiments with triangular lattice grooves 6] . As the applied pressure is increased the morphology changes in the sequence; faceted growth (a hexagon with the vertices directed along the lattice axes) ! tip-splitting ! surface tension dendrite (a stable six-armed dendrite with the arms aligned at 30 to the lattice axes) ! tip-splitting ! kinetic dendrite (a stable six-armed dendrite with the arms aligned along the direction of the lattice axes) ! kinetic dendrite decorated with side branches.
The interface patterns in etched radial Hele Shaw cell experiments also depend on the spacing between the plates. Essentially the cut-o applied pressures for the di erent pattern regimes are increased as the plate spacing is decreased (e.g., the faceted growth region persists for larger applied pressures when the plate spacing is decreased).
Approximate theoretical equations that govern the motion of the interface ? between two imiscible uids when the uids are con ned between closely spaced parallel plates and the less viscous uid a is injected under pressure P 0 into the more viscous uid are given by 1{6] @P @t = r 2 P (1) v n = ?krP n (2)
In these equations v n = v n is the velocity normal to the interface and k is a constant whose value is proportional to the square of the plate spacing. The equation for the velocity of the interface, (2), is known as Darcy's law. In the quasi-stationary approximation, (1) is replaced by Laplace's equation. An additional boundary condition is required to represent the pressure jump across the interface. Under equilibrium conditions of no ow the pressure on the interface is related to the applied pressure by P ? = P 0 ? d ; where d is the capillary length (related to surface tension) and is the curvature of the interface. This boundary condition is not clearly relevant for the non-equilibrium ow, however it has been found to be a useful simplest assumption 1]. Ben-Jacob and co-workers 6] have suggested that a kinetic term should be introduced into the boundary conditions to account for enhanced growth in the direction of the grooves when modelling viscous ngering in etched Hele Shaw cells. With these two approximations the nal boundary condition may be written as
There have been numerous numerical schemes proposed for simulating viscous ngering in uids. These schemes can be separated into two broad classes: (i) Direct schemes { schemes that attempt a direct numerical solution of Eqs. (1)- (5) to simulate the moving interface. This includes the so called Boundary Layer Models that utilize Green's functions to convert the continuum equations to an integro-di erential equation 4, 8, 9] . (ii) Indirect schemes { schemes that capture the essential physics of Eqs. (1)- (5) and incorporate this in a computer growth model for the moving interface. This includes variants of the Di usionLimited-Aggregation (DLA) model 10] modi ed to include surface tension 4,7,11{14]. A major di erence between the two approaches is that the direct schemes are deterministic whereas the indirect schemes are stochastic. It has been pointed out that the direct schemes and limiting noise-reduced variants of the indirect schemes 15] are essentially equivalent 15, 11] .
The purpose of this paper is to introduce numerical schemes, intermediate between the two approaches, that simulate the essential physical features of Eqs. (1)- (5) and to compare results of our numerical simulations with the experimental results of Ben-Jacob and coworkers 5{7]. The numerical schemes that we propose are equivalent to the zero-noise limit of modi ed DLA models. In the zero-noise limit the cluster grows in levels and the growth probability matches the velocity of the interface precisely. We have described (and implemented) the basic algorithm for simulating the zero-noise limit of modi ed DLA models in previous publications 16{18] (see also 19, 20] ). At a given level l, surface sites are associated a weight (6) where p (l) denotes the normalized a-priori growth probability and r (l?1) denotes the accrued residue from growth in previous levels. Each level of growth corresponds to the conversion of all minimum weight surface sites into aggregate sites and the remaining surface sites accrue an increased residue
The numerical schemes that we describe in this paper provide simple approximations to the underlying physics. Advantages of the schemes are; i) they are amenable to theoretical analysis, ii) they can be readily implemented over a large parameter space and iii) the simulations can be compared directly with experiments on radial viscous ngering in etched Hele Shaw cells.
II. NUMERICAL SCHEME A. Lattice growth by Darcy's Law
Starting with the continuum equations (1)- (5), we introduce a new eld variable = 1 ?
The Laplacian approximation to the continuum equations now becomes r 2 = 0
The kinetic growth term in the boundary condition, Eq. (11) 
The discrete Laplacian is most applicable if the spacing between the plates is su ciently narrow that the uids experience a strong lattice e ect. For example in this regime the interface pattern at low pressures is a hexagon rather than a circle. Darcy's law still applies in this case and the lattice version of the velocity equation for a site on the interface is now v i;j = k P 1 6 ( i+1;j + i;j+1 + i+1;j+1 + i?1;j?1 + i;j?1 + i?1;j ) ? i;j ; (15) where k P = k=P 0 . The eld on the interface, Eq. (11), in this approximation is reduced to i;j = d P ; (16) where d P = d=P 0 . The curvature of the interface on the triangular lattice can be approximated by the local approximation = 2 ? B; (17) where B is the number of (nearest) aggregate neighbours. This is the simplest approximation to Vicsek's estimate of surface curvature based on counting the number of aggregate sites within a circle of diameter L centred on the site in question 12]. Eqs. (12)- (17) are the governing equations for viscous ngering between very narrow plates. The plate separation dependence k can be scaled out of these equations and the velocity at a point on the interface may be negative. We have solved Eqs. (12)- (17) exactly using a modi cation of our weights and residues scheme, Eqs. (6)- (7), to accomodate the negative velocities. The strategy here was to determine the surface site with the smallest absolute value of the weight at each level. If the selected site had positive weight it was converted to an aggregate site and new surface sites were added in the usual fashion whereas if it had negative weight the neighbouring aggregate sites were converted back to surface sites and the selected site became a background site. Using the modi ed weights and residues scheme we found a smooth transition from faceted growth to a kinetic dendrite as the e ective pressure was increased { see Fig. 1 . There was no intermediate tip-splitting and no surface tension dendrite in this model.
We attempted several re nements of the surface curvature term including next nearest neighbours ( = 7 ? B), next-next nearest neighbours ( = 15 ? B), and next-next-next nearest neighbours ( = 26 ? B) in the aggregate count B however this did not make any qualitative di erence to the overall trend. As an aside we note that care must be exercised in going beyond nearest neighbours since the calculated surface curvature might change sign as more neighbours are included in the count for B. To avoid this problem we calculated the surface curvature by counting as many neighbours as possible (up to next-next-next nearest neighbours) without a change in sign for the curvature. The overall e ect of including more neighbours in the surface curvature calculation was to obtain more rounded growth patterns (particularly in the low pressure limit) but we still only observed the same limited range of morphologies.
B. Surface tension modi ed Darcy's Law
In surface tension modi ed DLA models the surface tension term is not incorporated as a boundary condition as in Eq. (16) but is included directly in the probability equation as a surface tension dependent sticking probability 12{14]. We have investigated the patterns obtained by including the surface tension term directly in the velocity equation in our model equations. The essential change is to replace Eq. (16) 
Here again the scale factor k P =6 is redundant and hence the plate spacing dependence through k does not play a role in this model. An advantage of Eq. (18) however is that the e ects of surface tension and the directed lattice ow are now included on the same footing { directly in the velocity equation. We have solved the revised model Eqs. (12)- (14), (17) , (18) using the standard weights and residues scheme for d P in the interval 0; 1]. The revised model gives the following range of behaviours as the pressure is increased; surface tension dendrite ! tip-splitting ! kinetic dendrite ! decorated kinetic dendrite. The range of morphologies from this model as a function of the applied pressure are shown in Fig. 2 . There are two clear short comings with this model; (i) the model has one parameter whereas there are two distinct physical parameters and (ii) the model does not yield the faceted and tip-splitting morphologies observed in the experiments at very low pressures (d P = 1).
C. Surface relaxations
The continuum equations for viscous ngering in uids, Eqs. (1)- (5), do not take into account the possibility of surface relaxations in which surface molecules are microscopically reshu ed to more energetically favourable locations. However surface relaxations have been identi ed as an important physical process in the uid dynamics of viscous ngering 11, 12] . The simplest way to include surface relaxations is to homogeneously re-distribute a fraction of the interface particles over the entire interface 21]. Here we consider a more realistic surface relaxation whereby a fraction of interface particles are re-distributed over the interface according to the probability distribution 
where B is the number of nearest neighbour aggregate particles for a given surface site and the sum is over the total number of surface sites N. This surface relaxation e ect thus re-distributes interface particles with a bias for lling in holes and rounding o bumps. This is the simplest deterministic approximation to the sort of surface relaxations suggested by Kadano 11] (20) At rst sight, Eq. (20) may seem inappropriate since the pre-factor of the gradient of the eld now decreases with increasing plate separation whereas the uid mobility should increase with increasing plate separation. We have compensated the reduction in the directed lattice mobility (via the gradient of the eld) with an increase in surface mobility (via surface relaxations). Thus the factor k P has been incorporated in a manner that is consistent with the physical expectation that more surface relaxations will occur, relative to the outward motion of the interface, i) as the plate separation is increased and ii) as the applied pressure is decreased. The parameter k P is no longer redundant in this scheme. Our numerical scheme is now reduced to a deterministic solution of Eqs. (12)- (14), (19) , (20) .
Although the model above was essentially derived by modifying the continuum equations Eqs. (1)- (5) it could also be derived as a modi ed DLA model in the zero-noise limit. The fully stochastic version of this model could be implemented as follows. Release a random walker from a distant boundary and terminate the walker at the rst surface site it contacts. Implement one of the following three outcomes: i) Convert no surface sites to aggregate sites.
The probability for implementing this outcome is d P (1 ? k P ) . ii) Convert the termination surface site to an aggregate site { probability (1 ? d P )(1 ? k P ). iii) Select a surface site at random using a biased probability distribution with a bias for choosing sites with greater numbers of aggregate neighbours and convert this surface site to an aggregate site. The probability for this scenario is k P .
We have used the weights and residues scheme to solve the above zero-noise model, Eqs. (12)- (14), (19) , (20) , for d P and k P both in the interval 0; 1]. It is convenient to introduce normalized variablesk = k=d andP = P=d. In Fig. 3 we have shown representative morphologies as a function of 1=k versusP. At intermediate values ofk, asP is increased, we now get the full range of behaviours; faceted growth ! tip-splitting ! surface tension dendrite ! tip-splitting ! kinetic dendrite ! decorated kinetic dendrite. From Fig. 3 it can also be seen that the cut-o values ofP for the di erent morphology regimes are increased ask is increased. These results are consistent with the experimental results if we identify increasingk with increasing plate separation.
III. DISCUSSION
In this paper we introduced and implemented new numerical schemes for simulating viscous ngering in an etched Hele Shaw cell. The numerical schemes represent the zero-noise limit of modi ed Di usion-Limited-Aggregation processes on the one hand and a discrete numerical solution of the governing continuum equations of motion on the other. In each of the schemes the quasi-stationary di usion equation (Laplace's equation) was solved on a triangular lattice. This feature was not purely a computational convenience, but mirrored the e ect of the triangular lattice grooves etched on one of the plates of the Hele Shaw cell. The variety of patterns in the etched Hele Shaw cell experiments is known to arise from a competition between the lattice anisotropy and surface tension. We investigated numerical schemes in which a surface tension term based on the curvature of the interface between the two uids was introduced i) as a boundary condition and ii) as a velocity scale factor. The second approach was found to give better agreement with experimental results, although this one parameter model failed to reproduce the full range of morphologies exhibited in the two parameter experiments. We incorporated a second parameter in our numerical schemes by building surface relaxations into the model. This two parameter model reproduced the full range of morphologies reported in the experiments.
The simulations that we reported above solved Laplace's equation on a triangular lattice. By solving Laplace's equation on a square lattice we can implement the same schemes to model viscous ngering in a radial Hele Shaw cell in which one of the plates is etched with square lattice grooves. The results of such simulations from the two parameter model are summarized in Fig. 4 . These results compare favourably with experiments 7], however we have explored a much larger range of parameters in our numerical studies than has been reported for the experiments. Features of note in the numerical simulations on the square lattice are: i) Surface tension dendrites (a stable four-armed star with the arms aligned at 45 to the lattice axes) and kinetic dendrites (a stable four-armed star with the arms aligned along the direction of the lattice axes) can co-exist. ii) The faceted growth pattern is a square. Note that if the surface relaxation obeyed a uniform distribution then the faceted growth pattern would be a diamond 21]. Physical experiments have not yet revealed the shape of the faceted growth pattern. iii) As the parameter representing the applied pressure is increased there is a morphology transition; faceted growth ! tip-splitting ! co-existing surface tension dendrite plus kinetic dendrite ! tip-splitting ! kinetic dendrite. iv) The cut-o applied pressures for the di erent morphology regimes are increased as the parameter representing the plate separationk is increased.
Finally we note that much has been written about the similarities between the model equations for viscous ngering in etched Hele Shaw cells and for solidi cation in anisotropic crystals (see, e.g., 4, 7] ). Based on these similarities we would expect that our two parameter numerical scheme on the triangular lattice should also provide a good model for the formation of snow akes by the accretion of di using supersaturated water vapour molecules if the applied pressure (now interpreted as the di erence between the partial pressure of the supersaturated water vapour and the equilibrium vapour pressure of ice) is varied during the course of the simulation (see also 14]). This can be achieved in our simulations by varying d P and k P but keeping the ratio d P =k P xed. Figure 5 shows the results of such simulations, the di erent colours represent di erent parameter regimes. The striking diversity of patterns that can be achieved in this fashion do indeed bear a close similarity with the diverse array of morphologies exhibited by real snow akes. Martian snow akes 7] could be produced in a similar fashion from the square lattice code. (12)- (14), (17), (18) . The values ofP used were (left to right) (14), (17), (18) . The values ofP used were (left to right) (14), (17) , (18) . The parameters k P ; d P are varied (with k P =d P constant) after each 50 levels of growth. The di erent parameter regimes are represented by di erent colours. All clusters are shown at the same scale.
